these larger questions before dealing with several specific examples from my own area of research that illustrate the conundrums at stake.
To come first to the fact of Protestant preservation. Perhaps partly because there has been so much attention recently by art historians and others to the iconoclasm of the sixteenth century, which targeted material objects such as vestments or altars and altar rails as well as what we call 'art', the survival in Protestant lands comes as a surprise. Historians writing in English have tended to focus on the destruction of statues, glass and altarpieces by Calvinists, especially the seventeenth-century English Puritans, and on the tendency to replace image with word, a trend that was recently explored in the exhibition at the Tate Gallery Art Under Attack. 6 Indeed, there was so much destruction of small devotional sculpture in England that the exhibition of English alabasters from the Victoria and Albert Museum that recently toured the United States was perforce made up almost exclusively of examples from the continent. 7 We know that Ten Commandment Tables often came in English Protestant churches to substitute for figural images, so that the textual quite literally replaced the visual. 8 Anglophone historians of the continental Reformation have also paid much attention to Calvinist iconoclasm. 9 Even from the history of the Lutheran Reformation in German lands, it is worth noting that the earliest new church built under Lutheran auspices (the Castle Church of Torgau built in the 1530s) is stark, with white walls and a simple altar table. 10 As one would expect in a religion that emphasized reception of the word as salvation, the only furnishing with elaborate decoration is the pulpit. And yet, medieval religious art and objects survive best in German Protestant lands-a survival that led, certainly by the early twentieth century and probably earlier, to a historicist yet paradoxical commitment to preservation of a heritage that went back well before the emergence of Protestantism. A number of explanations can be given for this survival of medieval religious objects in situ. Some would stress fortuitous factors such as the fact that many German areas went back and forth between Lutheranism and Catholicism and were thus for a long time not settled enough or rich enough for wholesale church renovation or redecoration. 11 Lack of funds protected medieval liturgical vessels, wall decoration and the church fabric itself from damaging renewal. Such slowness of reaction was probably also aided by the fact that what we would call 'artistic' taste was generally conservative in German lands. Moreover, wealthy aristocratic and patrician families prided themselves on their gifts of objects as well as landed property to local religious houses. Pride in such establishments led to a desire to preserve them, and the display they represented, in some form after the Reformation. The increasing use in the sixteenth century of the concepts of 'art' and 'ornament' also helped to justify retaining objects that might otherwise have seemed popish or superstitious. 12 In the case of the Protestant women's foundations on which I have been working, we should note the extraordinary number of houses for nuns and canonesses in medieval northern Germany, their relative wealth, their utility as a placement for supernumerary women from the upper classes and their political connections. 13 As Jeffrey Hamburger has suggested, perhaps more survived because there was more there in the first place.
14 Nonetheless, such observations do not explain the absence of efforts to remove objects such as altars, reliquary statues, devotional plaques and lavish vestments that could be understood as representing a degenerate 'religion of works'. The most general and frequently found explanation for what a recent volume has called 'the preserving power of Lutheranism' is theological: Luther's doctrine of adiaphora or 'indifference'.
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A bit of explanation will be helpful here both because the doctrine may be unfamiliar and because it immediately raises the second and third questions implied in our paradox. When Martin Luther returned to Wittenberg in 1522 after his sequestering at the Wartburg, he found that some damage had been wreaked on church art under the leadership of the reformer, Andreas Karlstadt. Horrified and, as recent research suggests, exaggerating the destruction, he argued against such actions.
16 Iconoclasm is objectionable, he said, exactly because no one really believes a statue is God. Objects 11 Although it would be unwise to enter into a discussion here of the large literature on confessionalization, this paper has clear implications for our understanding of the lability of evangelical and even Lutheran identity. To consider that would necessitate discussing at length the new art produced under Lutheran auspices. 12 Spicer, 'Introduction', p. 4, and Koerner, Reformation of the Image, p. 59. 13 For bibliography, see n. 5 above and n. 40 below. are things of indifference. While it would be better to do without them, simple people who need them should not be scandalized or indeed led by the animus against images to attach to them too much importance. If images and objects, altars and church buildings, instruct the devout and provide space for the practice of religion and the hearing of the word, they do no harm, precisely because no sacrality inheres in them. Religious pictures are neither holy nor unholy; they are non-essential, merely there to be used.
What Luther understood over the next few years by 'things of indifference', and the implications of the idea for Protestant material culture in the mid-sixteenth century, are complicated matters. 17 While forbidding what he understood as idolatrous images, such as those of the Virgin Mary, and criticizing extravagant church decoration, Luther's writings on the question of images were occasioned by events rather than programmatic. 18 Moreover, the idea of adiaphora led almost immediately to controversy among Protestants, who disagreed about which practices might be indifferent or non-essential. Indeed, the fact that the next two hundred years saw more than one adiaphorist controversy suggests the inherent difficulties in the concept. 19 But what concerns me here is less what Luther meant or what happened immediately in Protestant areas than the way historians have used the concept to explain 'the preserving power of Lutheranism'. For whatever support the idea of adiaphora may have given to theologians who wished, for complex reasons, to preserve or allow certain objects or practices by arguing that they are neutral or reinterpretable, it is counter-intuitive to think that the visual and what art historians call the 'haptic' (that is, bodily or tactile or somatic) impact of things can be so easily neutralized or changed. 20 One might even question whether 'preservation' or the often-used word 'survival' is an appropriate description when active interaction with objects continues.
It is, of course, extremely difficult (even where textual evidence exists) to discover the intentions with which the creators and patrons of images or church ornaments make them or the responses the devout bring. But it is, nonetheless, hard to accept the idea that religious materials are themselves inert, indifferent or non-essential, waiting for words from the pulpit or Sunday School to imbue them with meaning or alter their meaning. The doctrine of indifference did allow Lutherans to retain objects by asserting new meanings for them, but it hardly seems a very good description of what people actually saw. Are objects indifferent until interpreted by preachers and theologians? Indeed, can objects with a religious history behind them be 'things of indifference'? If vessels, altar rails, paintings and tabernacles carry with them the accretion of previous worship, can such accretions be erased by theological reinterpretation? Whatever Luther and Melancthon said from the pulpit about confirmation or extreme unction (and they differed on whether such rites should be allowed), the rites and their sacramental materials were embedded in a long history of worship the objects seemed to carry with them. While it may prove possible to date the emergence of certain powerful new interpretations in the sermons and commentaries of these theologians, the faithful sometimes worshipped in front of altarpieces that featured images of the saints carrying as their attributes chalices and other vessels that conveyed very different understandings of objects and rituals. Thus, however much the popular press and tourist offices may wish to date 'the coming of the Reformation' in Germany in order to have an anniversary year to celebrate, scholars such as James Simpson, David Aers and Thomas Lentes have argued with increased insistence that there is no clear break between medieval and early modern. The study both of Protestant enthusiasm for certain objects and of late medieval ambivalence about them has been a major factor in reinterpretations of chronology that stress the slowness of cultural change.
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The theory of religious objects as indifferent not only runs counter to historians' recent emphasis on the slow pace of change; it is also at odds with much theorizing of art and material culture by art historians and anthropologists. 22 Ever since the appearance of David Freedberg's ground-breaking and extremely influential book The Power of Images in the late 1980s, discussion of art has assumed that images, especially anthropomorphic images, have power and make impact in ways that reach beyond the particular cultures that produce them. In many religions, the painting in of eyes or mouths is understood Perhaps it is worth interjecting here that the issue of how objects carry meaning despite efforts to change interpretation arises in contexts other than that of the transition from medieval to early modern. Take, for example, the case of the pilgrimage, which lasted until the 1990s, to the so-called 'Deggendorfer Gnad'. The cult seems to have originated in the pogrom of 1337, although the first reference to a miraculous host comes from more than thirty years later and the elaborate legend of Jewish host desecration emerged only in the sixteenth century. Permitted and even fostered by the Nazis, who tried in general to suppress Catholic pilgrimage but encouraged Deggendorf because of its antisemitic connections, the cult had almost died by the 1970s when it was deliberately revived by Catholic authorities as a Eucharistic pilgrimage 'cleansed of all indications of host desecration'. Despite these efforts to break with historical continuity and reinterpret the cult, the bishop of Regensburg discontinued the pilgrimage in 1992, owing both to the impossibility of removing the antisemitic overtones and to the disputed historicity of the host itself (which had been 'renewed' several times). It is worth noting that there was great popular resistance to the suppression of the cult. See C.W. to bring a figure to life. 23 Attacks on images often focus on gouging out the eyes as if to stop the figure from seeing the attacker or worshipper, or attack close to the eyes but seem, perhaps from fear, to avoid touching the eyes themselves. 24 Stories that statues or paintings come down directly from heaven or are made by the gods seem in many cultures to justify their veneration as if the divine inheres in them. 25 Although most cultural historians, following the theorizing of the anthropologist Alfred Gell, would not say that the statue or mask or totem is stricto sensu the god, much recent interpretation argues that objects have a kind of living, active presence that triggers a widespread response that is not culturally specific. 26 The words of J.P. Waghorne, describing Hindu images and temples, could equally well be used by many current students of western images. Waghorne says that images, 'freed from their status as inanimate things', thus gain 'power to transform and to recreate their creators'. 27 In similar words, Byzantine historian G. Peers argues that a separation of object and presence is an illusion:
[A] reading of late antique animism would view all objects as potentially communicative subjects. This . . . is a relational position: that is, all human and material things relate in transformative and productive ways, and they do so . . . as equal participants. 28 Such interpretation has been influenced and seemingly supported by recent theories from cognitive science that suggest that certain shapes, colours and so forth, have an impact on the human brain independent of the particular cultures that produce them. 29 There are a number of problems with such interpretations, not the least of which is that, while claiming to treat materiality, they have tended to privilege what we in the west call 'art', and particularly art objects that are anthropomorphic. 30 Hence, evidence from cultures whose ritual objects are aniconic or whose ultimate 'Other' lacks anthropomorphic representation tends fairly easily to complicate or even falsify conclusions about devotional or visual responses as universal or even trans-cultural.
But despite these problems, treatment of images as triggering powerful responses by what they are is surely on some level correct and runs counter to any notion that religious Rothenburg and Wienhausen
With this as background, I come to several examples from German Protestant areas: one from a Lutheran church in the south and several from the northern women's houses on which I have been doing research. My southern example is the Riemenschneider Altar at Rothenburg ob der Tauber, which has been sensitively discussed recently by both J. Koerner and L.P. Wandel.
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In the third quarter of the fifteenth century, the church of St Jakob in Rothenburg was expanded and its blood relic, which had been moved into the church between 1285 and 1311, was rehoused in a shrine at the west end of the church. 33 In the centre of this shrine, a winged altarpiece by the famous sculptor Tilman Riemenschneider was installed between 1502 and 1505; at the stipulation of the donor the central panel depicted the Last Supper with Judas as the central figure. A Lutheran preacher was installed in Rothenburg in the early 1520s. The city then returned to Catholicism briefly twice, once after a revolt in 1525, and again after the Interim imposed by the emperor in 1548. It received its own Protestant Church Order in 1559. In 1582 the altarpiece was closed and the outside wings were partly painted over. At some point, the monstrance for the Eucharistic wafer, which was located in the centre of Riemenschneider's predella, was replaced by a crucifix.
Unlike most late medieval altarpieces, the Riemenschneider altar is monochrome-a fact which the art historian M. Baxandall saw as foreshadowing the plain style characteristic of Protestant churches. 34 J. Koerner has argued that focusing Last Supper depictions on the sop given to Judas might be seen as a particularly Protestant emphasis. 35 It seems to put the individual conscience first, inducing the viewer to ask: 'am I sinning? Am I perpetuating the crucifixion?' Surrounded by and participating in Christ's presence, the viewer and communicant in St Jakob's stands between the Riemenschneider altar in the west and the eastern altar where the Last Supper is distributed. Because of these artistic emphases and foci, the altar has sometimes been seen as Protestant before the Reformation. But, as Koerner indicates, the Riemenschneider altar was in the sixteenth century known as the Holy Blood altar, and throughout the century, whatever modifications were made in the predella and wings, the cross holding a crystal reliquary with Christ's precious blood within shimmered above the monochrome carving or shuttered wings. 36 The reliquary is still there today, although its contents have disintegrated or disappeared (see Fig. 1 ).
36 Koerner, Reformation of the Image, pp. 343-46, agrees that the presence of the crystal for the blood relic is crucial for understanding the continuation of piety. How then do we date the 'coming of the Reformation' in Rothenburg ob der Tauber-a question to which previous historians have attached much importance? A simple chronology might date its beginnings to the arrival of the first Lutheran preacher in the 1520s, the first Lutheran Eucharist in 1544, or the promulgation of the Church Order in 1559. But through all the changes, the blood relic sparkled above the western altar. And we know that two hundred citizens of Rothenburg objected to the reformer Karlstadt's interpretation of the Eucharist as radically spiritual. In 1524, they signed a protest that claimed that 'all Christ-believing persons have received and enjoyed His tender Corpus Christi and His rose-coloured blood under the form of bread and wine . . . at least once a year'. 37 What chronology of religious change should we adopt? Should we see a reformation of sensibility beginning with a monochrome altarpiece that emphasizes individual conscience? Do we date the start of a new religion to a particular sermon or a piece of legislation? Or do we emphasize rather the insistent presence above all this of the sort of relic Luther himself steadfastly opposed and see in that relic a precondition for the citizens' conviction that Christ can be materially and corporally present in church ritual? We can never know what the people of Rothenburg thought they were seeing, but the visual persistence of the relic suggests a different course of development from a study of texts. Visually and physically present, the blood of Christ endured, although we do not know how long.
I turn now to several examples from Kloster Wienhausen, one of six Protestant female communities in the Lüneburg Heath in Lower Saxony under the supervision of the Klosterkammer Hannover, a state authority. 38 A backwater in the twenty-first century, Wienhausen was anything but in the medieval period. 39 Altencelle, close by, was the ducal seat in the thirteenth century, and Wienhausen was the ducal house cloister. Founded as a monastery for nuns in the 1220s, affiliated with but not incorporated into the Cistercians, Wienhausen was reformed in 1469 by Johannes Busch according to 37 the Observant reform emanating from Windesheim, a first reformation that ushered in a cultural flowering. Although Wienhausen's buildings and properties were partly destroyed in the mid-sixteenth century by the efforts of Duke Ernest the Confessor to impose the Lutheran reformation, Wienhausen survived, like other nunneries in the area, changing only slowly over the course of the next two centuries. Today the women's houses of the Lüneburg Heath, securely Protestant in commitment, work to preserve the cultural heritage of the area, a sense of vocation that was greatly fostered in the twentieth century by the success of the 1928 exhibition of tapestries and embroideries from Wienhausen and Kloster Lüne. Wienhausen has an extraordinarily rich collection of weavings, secular as well as religious in subject; a large number of statues; a remarkable collection of small devotional objects, sewing materials and the oldest extant examples of wooden-framed rivet eyeglasses, discovered under the choirstalls in 1953; and vibrant paintings of the nuns' choir itself. Together, these make Wienhausen the place where historians, the devout and the curious public can best still see the art of the middle ages, undamaged and in situ. I begin with the large and lavishly decorated holy sepulchre located today in the nun's choir, the largest free-standing wooden structure of its type extant. It houses a figure of Christ, partly clothed, with his wounds exposed and emphasized (see Fig. 2 ). The Christ figure was made about 1290, at the same time as several other devotional objects very important to the convent: the enthroned Madonna, the resurrected Christ between two angels (see Fig. 5 ), and a large figure of the founder, Agnes. Known today as the 'grave Christ' but called by the nuns in the middle ages the 'holy body', the Christ figure is flat and hollow; it is therefore not as heavy as it appears and was probably carried in performance in the middle ages, although it is today bolted into its sarcophagus. That sarcophagus was commissioned about 1448 by the aristocratic abbess Katharina von Hoya, whose family coat of arms is still visible on the side. It probably replaces an older grave house or niche of some kind, and indeed the lid (or at least the hinges) of the sarcophagus may come from an earlier structure. Although some of the outside was changed in 1885, much of the inside painting, depicting the crucifixion and entombing, is original. In 1448 the bishop gave an indulgence of forty days to anyone who visited the holy grave or offered lights or ornaments to the chapel where it was located. 41 We know that this chapel was shared with the laity; one side connected to the nuns' chapter house, the other to the parish church through a small opening. Although the introduction of the Observant reform to Wienhausen in 1469 tried to de-emphasize contact with the laity and enforce stricter enclosure, this was clearly not very successful. In 1483, a visitation criticized the nuns for opening the doors of their church to show off their devotional objects and church ornaments. Probably in 1448, at the time the figure was granted indulgences, relic bundles were put into the head and feet, although this may also have happened earlier.
Some graffiti on the right arm suggest that the figure was mostly approached from its right, and there are traces of the anointing of oil over many years on the right side of the shroud, arm and foot. Although the chapel was moved between 1501 and 1505 and the location of the figure in the sixteenth century is not entirely clear, we have evidence that this kind of tactile devotion and anointing with oil lasted in other places in the region into the seventeenth century. Several of the little prayer cards made by the nuns themselves depict devotion to the holy sepulchre, and in a stained glass window that echoes the motif, we see a little nun herself praying in front of the grave (see Fig. 3 ).
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Although we cannot completely reconstruct the Easter performance that was undoubtedly associated with this holy grave, part of a Visitatio ritual survives from Wienhausen from about 1400. The scholars H. Appuhn , 1968) , p. 59. The painting was probably initially done soon after the choir was built in 1308; the Chronicle tells us that it was renewed in 1488 by three nuns named Gertrude; it was again restored in 1867-68. Since the rather sharp black outlines of the figures long continued to show through, it is likely that the restorers followed the originals closely. Moreover, the paintings as we see them today follow the style of the late Romanesque of the region. in conjunction with the figure of the resurrected Christ between two angels made at the same time as the grave Christ, was used to enact the death and burial of Christ on Good Friday and his resurrection on Easter day-a ritual performance particularly important to religious women because of the role of women as witnesses to the resurrection. 43 In the 1520s, Duke Ernest the Confessor attempted to introduce Lutheran practices. In 1531, he had about a quarter of Wienhausen torn down because of the nuns' resistance. Relic veneration was forbidden, and then or later some of the devotional figures probably had their sockels prised open and relics removed. 44 But change came very slowly. The nuns resisted communion in two kinds and avoided the required suppression of the Salve regina until the late 1530s. Catholic abbesses were elected until 1587. The Cistercian habit was put off only in 1616; the Latin Hours ended only in 1620; as late as 1722, we find the Prince Elector of Hanover still trying to put a stop to the adorning of statues with clothes and jewellery. A relic bundle found under the floor of the nuns' choir during excavations at Wienhausen in 1953 may have been hidden at the time of the Duke's attack in an effort to save it from desecration and place it in holy space. But when the grave Christ was opened in 1863 for restoration, its relics-some from 1290, some from 1370, and some from 1440-50-were still in place. 43 Down to today, the sisters have private and richly decorated individual cells, despite repeated efforts of reformers (both Observant and Protestant) to enforce greater communality of life. 45 Archival material suggests that the nuns continued well into the sixteenth century to make for themselves little images of figures such as the resurrected Christ and the holy grave and hang these in their cells for private use. A number of the surviving small devotional objects from Wienhausen have thongs attached for hanging. They were clearly not only carried about and used for private prayer during communal services but also hung in individual cells for personal use. 46 And despite the fact that the collecting of indulgences fell away in the sixteenth century, the grave Christ continued to be visited. Its religious significance endured even as its artistic significance (as the oldest large figure of its type in Germany) became apparent.
In 1862, when all the cloisters of the region were requested to send art work to the new Welfenmuseum founded in Hanover in 1861 by King George V, Wienhausen was asked to surrender the grave Christ. But the abbess refused. Her argument suggests how long religious observance can survive. She argued that the object could not be moved because the peasants of the parish, according to an old tradition, had the right to come into the cloister, go to the chapter room and say a silent Pater noster before the holy grave located there-a holy grave that still had its relics (however unknown their presence), much of its fifteenth-century decoration and traces of anointing by generation upon generation of sisters and laity. 47 When, then, did 'the Reformation' come to Wienhausen?
III: Devotional Objects as Evidence of the Nature of Piety: The Clothing of Statues
This article may seem so far to be making the rather unsurprising argument that religious change often comes slowly. That general point does not need much emphasizing to scholars today, although it is hardly self-evident to a wider public in the light of the preparations underfoot in Germany to celebrate in 2017 the 500th anniversary of Luther and the coming of the Reformation. As noted above, the wider German and European publics seem to want precise dates for world historical events, no matter how resistant experts are to providing them. 48 Nonetheless, I am not merely arguing that the periodization of religious change is complicated by attention to objects, which often carry practice into a future untransformed by assertions of new doctrinal interpretations. I am suggesting in addition that objects themselves often tell a different and much more labile and confused story than that told by texts. We can date quite precisely Duke Ernest's prohibitions of Latin and relics, indulgences and devotion to Mary, as 45 On efforts by the reformers Johannes Meyer and Johannes Busch to curb private devotion, which also make clear that it continued, see J.F. we can date the Church Order of Rothenburg; we can say when the first pastor with a Lutheran affiliation arrived in various cities in Germany. But it is harder to date the endurance or attenuation of the power of the blood relic in the Riemenschneider altar or the sacrality given by the grave Christ to space for saying the Pater noster. Objects may tell their own story of use and continuity, or rupture and rejection. 49 Particularly in Germany, where the definition of religious affiliation was usually dictated by prince or patriciate, not the populace, we may need to look to objects for evidence about what people were really doing religiously.
I turn then to another set of objects from Wienhausen -statues and their clothes -a large collection of which survives and has been technically analysed in a catalogue, Heilige Röcke, published in 2013. 50 My point is not only to argue that they provide evidence of continuity of practice long beyond what religious legislation might suggest; it is also to demonstrate that such evidence, if carefully considered, carries its own story about devotional life-one which contradicts in certain ways recent generalizations about medieval and early modern piety. This is especially important for women's religious life in northern Germany because, as a number of historians have pointed out, the comparison with southern Germany and the Rhineland is stark. In contrast to the mystical texts and nuns' books with their collections of extravagant visions produced in these areas by women themselves in the fourteenth century, and the large amount of literature of advice directed toward women by men such as Tauler engaged in the cura monialium (pastoral care of nuns), there are no texts of these types from the fifteenth-and sixteenth-century north. 51 We do have prayer books and nuns' diaries-a cache of manuscript material that scholars such as Eva Schlotheuber and Henrike Lähnemann are just beginning to explore. 52 But if we are going to speak about worship and daily life we must also use the objects themselves. Using objects to chart the persistence or change of piety is more difficult than it might at first glance seem. Reception is notoriously hard to determine or document even where texts exist. As noted above, there is no reason to think that sermons on the Last Supper or penitence or baptism preached by a Lutheran minister actually shaped the viewer's experience of a font or chalice, a predella or a statue of the Virgin. Indeed, we have evidence from sixteenth-century women's houses in the Wienhausen area that the sisters actively objected to new interpretations. They prayed with their rosaries when forced to listen to Protestant sermons. Later, when denied the hours in Latin, they retreated to the refectory after services in the chapel and sang the Latin office there. 53 Moreover, even the most sensitive effort to interpret the objects themselves runs the risk of projecting back later reactions and assumptions. If we take, for example, the figures of Christ, Mary and the saints that were dressed and undressed, paraded and manipulated, in the late medieval liturgy, it is clear that action, performance, doing and not just seeing was involved. But what did this mean to the performers? Mid-twentiethcentury interpretations tended to see such practices as particularly popular with nuns and devout laywomen because they reflected the craving of deprived or frustrated women for erotic experience or motherhood. More recently, a number of historians, among them R. Trexler, U. Rublack, J. Hamburger, T. Lentes, J. Jung and A. Powell have explored with greater sympathy the practice of adorning statues as essentially performative and processual. 54 The worshipper gives clothes and jewels to the saint in recognition of, or as a request for, gifts from the saint to the worshipper. But even in more recent scholarship, interpretations of such giving vary widely. Powell, building on some of Koerner's ideas about Reformation images, has argued that dressing statues, and constructing them with movable arms or legs to facilitate dressing, causes distance and becomes a prelude to the demotion of the image into an object that presages Reformation iconoclasm. A doll that can be manipulated declares itself not alive. In contrast, Hamburger and Rublack have stressed that clothing a statue gives it value and presence; changing its clothes makes the body underneath hidden and mysterious, hence even more alive. Some French scholars have gone so far as to assert that the ornamentation (parure) makes the object, whether statue or relic, sacred. 55 But however exactly we interpret their tactility and performativity, we need to note that the statues' clothes and ornamentation survived the coming of the Reformation by hundreds of years in northern Germany and carry, in their physical materiality, evidence about specific use.
There are several generalizations about the course of fifteenth-and sixteenth-century religious history in the women's houses of the German north that the evidence of clothing and devotional objects tends, if not to contradict, at least significantly to complicate. In the late 1460s and 1470s many religious houses in this part of Germany were subjected to what we call Observant Reform from the congregations of Bursfeld and Windesheim. We are told that, for the women's houses, this reformation involved a new emphasis on strict enclosure; the confiscation of private property and discouragement of private devotion; a stress on texts rather than objects; a renewed commitment to education and a return from vernacular worship to Latin; and a new interior piety with stress on the sufferings of Christ. In 1531, Ernest the Confessor, Duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg, attempted to introduce a second reformation with, among other things, Lutheran preaching, communion in two kinds, a vernacular liturgy and suppression of relics, the cult of saints and Marian veneration. In response to the nuns' resistance, he destroyed about a fourth of the convent's buildings and confiscated the property of the provost, which was a substantial part of the house's support. A chronicle written by the nuns, which survives in a seventeenth-century version but is clearly based on a much older account (it consistently refers to the Protestants as 'heretics'), tells of resistance to both reformations but eventual capitulation. 56 Indeed, in the case of the Observant reformation of 1469, recent secondary accounts tell us that there was rapid capitulation and a flowering of convent life for about fifty years afterwards, manifested in the production of many new manuscripts. We are also told of struggle and decay for many years after the attack and confiscations of the 1530s.
None of this is wrong. But the more than twenty garments of statues that survive from Wienhausen, considered in the context of other examples of statues and their ornaments that survive from the region, suggest a somewhat more nuanced story.
The Observant reformation following 1469 did result in a flowering of Latin texts. Indeed, the little garments made subsequently help us to document this because some of the discarded vernacular texts were used as stiffening in the skirts of the dresses-stiffening that can still be retrieved and read. 57 But there was also a tremendous flowering of the visual. The paintings in the choir were renewed in 1488. 58 The majority of the devotional objects discovered in the Find of 1953 under the floor of the nuns' choirstalls come from circa 1500, and however much the Observant reformers criticized private devotion, many of these were clearly little objects to be used in private meditation. 59 The presence of a large amount of sewing equipment-needles, threads, little pearls and sequins for decoration and so forth-in the Find of 1953 suggests that the nuns did embroidery in the choir, making ornaments for the saints rather than concentrating on the Latin or later the Protestant office. The Observant reformers Johannes Busch and Johannes Meyer themselves repeatedly 56 Chronik und Totenbuch des Klosters Wienhausen (ed.), and introduced H. Appuhn (3rd edn, Wienhausen, 1986). Page numbers refer to those of the original manuscript. Roman numerals refer to the Totenbuch. For the Chronicle, the editor has reordered the material to make it chronological. 57 See H. Lähnemann, 'Text und Textil', in Klack-Eitzen et al., Heilige Röcke, pp. 71-8. 58 On the paintings, see n. 40 above. 59 Appuhn, Kloster Wienhausen, 4: Der Fund, pp. 40 and 41, and Appuhn and Heusinger, 'Der Fund', pp. 164-7.
These little medallions of papier mâché were made by the nuns themselves in a mould or press and painted individually. The two shown by Appuhn were made from the same mould and differently coloured. One has a thong for hanging, which indicates that it was used in a private cell.
criticized the nuns for taking objects from church or chapels into their private cells.
60 And the Wienhausen Chronicle, which is mostly a rather straightforward account of political events, waxes eloquent when it describes the confiscations just after 1469.
The Chronicle describes the abbess of Derneburg, sent to impose reform, as confiscating holy objects, both the nuns' own veils and the jewels of the statues of the saints, 'as a thief would'. As a result, the images of the saints and their adornments were held in low esteem, . . . many good customs were abolished and declared to be foolishness, and from these [acts], many a soul that was at peace before was cast into anguish and sadness. 61 So upsetting was this event to the nuns that they were afflicted just afterwards-the only time such things are recounted in the Chronicle-with sightings of ghosts and demons. 62 Although the sense of spiritual suffering voiced here may seem muted when compared with the effusions of earlier woman-authored texts from other areas, we need to note that the Wienhausen Chronicle is almost entirely a matter-of-fact account of convent holdings. Abbesses described in the necrology (Totenbuch) as 'good mothers' are those who maintain or increase the convent's wealth. 63 A short account of 'miracles' tacked on at the end of the Chronicle gives only five quite conventional stories. 64 Hence, the reference here to anguished suffering at the loss of the saints' dresses, jewels and crowns, like the fear of demonic reprisals, is evidence of how much the adorning of statues meant. Confiscating the saints' jewels meant confiscating their honour and deriding their power.
The material itself of the statues' dresses (brocade, silk or linen that can be documented to come from a period between the fourteenth and early sixteenth centuries) indicates that most were made between 1469 and 1587. And the Wienhausen necrology, begun in 1474, records many donations of clothing (usually by women), some of it explicitly 'for the saints'. Although it is of the nature of a necrology that the year is not given, we can occasionally date the donors in other ways and ascertain that at least one donation comes from the sixteenth century. 65 Surviving inventories make it clear that the statues' garments were used until the early eighteenth century. An inventory of 1722 makes it clear that the clothing has been reduced to two outfits per statue, and in 1732 there is mention of the need to cut off the pearls and gold disks from the garments for sale. 66 Clearly some of the extant garments have been stripped of their most valuable ornaments but it is not known whether sales were carried out in the eighteenth century or not. In any case, the fact that the wardrobes of the statues have been reduced to two garments by the early 1720s suggests that they were still dressed, else why would two outfits be retained and the inventories list them? We know that the statue of the resurrected Christ at Wienhausen was adorned with his crown until 1685, and at Wienhausen's neighbouring house Lüne the Elector of Hanover was still trying to prohibit the dressing of a Mary statue in 1722. 67 It is clear then that the women of Wienhausen were adorning their statues right through both reformations.
Moreover, the clothes are sometimes labelled to indicate which figure they are intended for. Labels also state whether the garments are for daily use or feast days. 68 Thus, the statues had their private property-their own dresses-but any member of the community, instructed by the labels, could ready them for daily worship. The dressing and be-jewelling of the saints was a communal act. It seems very unlikely that it was, in Powell's terms, a demotion of the statues to lifelessness or that the insistence on clothing Mary was merely an indifference filled with Lutheran theological interpretation.
But do these clothes tell us anything more than that older practices survived down into the eighteenth century? Arguably, they do, and this is my final point. To put it a little baldly, the story we are usually told is that, by the fifteenth century, medieval devotion (especially female devotion) was mired in suffering and blood, in a piety that concentrated on inducing a guilt against which works must be accumulated, not on accepting the liberation of offered salvation. The Protestant Reformation was then, among other things, a reaction against this-against guilt, works and acts. The little dresses at Wienhausen and the bodies they dressed, like the shimmering, salvific blood at Rothenburg, suggest a different and more nuanced account. At Wienhausen and the other women's houses in northern Germany, we find throughout the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries a very active piety of works, a sense of the glory of the resurrection and a confident hope of heaven, all of which are celebrated in the dresses and jewels of the saints.
There is, of course, devotion to the suffering Christ at Wienhausen. A now partially destroyed image of the crucified Christ was much revered and supposedly worked miracles. 69 Of the manuscript fragments discovered in the Find under the nuns' choir, three substantial ones are meditations on the crown of Christ as a crown of thorns. 70 I have explored elsewhere the significance of parallels between the nuns' own crowns and those of their statues. 73 Suffice it to say here that offering clothes and jewels to the statues mattered because dress mattered. Giving garments, gems and crowns induced the saints to favour those who made the gifts and rejoiced the hearts of the heavenly recipients. Moreover, the nuns' crowns echoed those of Mary and the saints.
Here below, after her profession and crowning, the nun was in some way assimilated to the queen of heaven, Christ's bride as well as mother, although the gap between earthly striving and heavenly glory was carefully preserved visually. If we compare the crowns of the Mary statues at Wienhausen with the depictions we have of the crowns worn by the sisters, the difference is clear. On the vault at Wienhausen, the founding abbess is depicted with the cap-like crown worn by the nuns, made of two simple bands of white cloth that cross over the head and are held in place by a white circlet embroidered with red crosses. In contrast, the martyrs depicted on the same vaults, like the processional statue of the Virgin made for Wienhausen after the confiscations of 1469, wear golden crowns that glisten and thrust upwards. 74 All these crowns are called coronae in the Latin documents but they are not all the same. 75 The crowns of those who have achieved heavenly glory point up and shimmer in gold; the crowns of the nuns are more like caps and are decorated with the red crosses of Christ's wounds. But nonetheless the nuns wore crowns-we know that they even wore them to bed-and they received these crowns at the time of their change of identity into the dedicated brides of Christ (that is, investiture and profession). The garments of the nuns both did and did not echo the garments of their statues, but in both cases clothes were not merely accoutrements; they signalled identity. And the identity they signalled was at least as much one hopeful of glory as penitential in its earthly waiting. 76 The importance of the glorious clothing with which the nuns dressed their statues is clear if we consider the devotional figure of the resurrected Christ, made about 1290, at the same time as the grave Christ. The statue (see Fig. 5 ) was probably involved in the Easter liturgy from the early fifteenth century and perhaps earlier and wore its silver crown until the later seventeenth century. 77 Our knowledge that it was dressed gives a new interpretation to much of the debate about it conducted by art historians over the past sixty years. Although the statue has clothes carved on it, it has a prominent side wound through which a tiny hole is bored. Historians have debated whether it was a sacrament house or tabernacle to contain a monstrance for the host, perhaps paired on the high altar with Wienhausen's blood relic. learn from recent study of the 'holy dresses' is that the statue was clothed with a green robe that made the wound invisible (see Fig. 4) . 79 Wear from light on one side of the dress indicates that the statue stood on the altar clothed. This at least suggests caution about understanding it as a monstrance and certainly downplays the significance of wound devotion in its veneration.
Moreover, we have several little prayer cards from Wienhausen that depict the statue, and images of the resurrection that are in fact depictions of this statue abound at Wienhausen-on lanterns, on little wall plaques, in the stained glass and on the ceiling. 80 Sometimes, as on one extant prayer card and in a fourteenth-century stained glass window, the wound is not represented at all. Even where the wounds are prominent, the depictions all emphasize the glory of the resurrection. On one little prayer card, whose banderoles give extensive instructions for meditation, the wound is more like a small, golden, diamond-shaped jewel than a gaping hole (see Fig. 6 ). In the longue durée of Wienhausen devotion, especially if we consider the material and visual evidence, the emphasis is at least as much on the glory as on the suffering of Christ. This example-and there are also others-suggests not only a continuity of spirituality at Wienhausen through both reformations but also that, at least in this case, the conventional description of that spirituality is not quite correct for either the fifteenth or the sixteenth century. The resurrected Christ at Wienhausen is not only a 'thing of indifference'. He also seems to induce and perpetuate a piety that is not the fixation on suffering often attributed to the late middle ages but rather a sense of glory, triumph and active piety to which historians need to pay more attention. 
IV: Conclusion
In conclusion then, I return to the paradox with which I began. The question why 'Catholic' objects survive down to today in Protestant lands-and indeed why they have recently, in some areas, been emphasized as loci of pilgrimage or religious retreats-is a complicated one. 82 Answering it necessitates investigating details of local history that differ from region to region. As I have suggested, the very instability of Protestant areas meant there was little time or opportunity for wholesale renovation of churches. And the desire of certain aristocratic families to maintain prestige by maintaining earlier lavish donations to religious houses was an important factor in preservation. Moreover, objects and their settings can carry many different meanings. In the late nineteenth century, the novelist Theodore Fontane wrote of a Protestant women's foundation in Brandenburg whose major religious characteristic was virulent anti-Catholic sentiment. 83 And the historicist commitment of certain Lutheran foundations has been enhanced by twentieth-century events. The display of antisemitic objects at Heiligengrabe and Sternberg, for example, is due not to a desire to preserve the prejudice and violence of the past but to a determination to deplore it by refusing to erase it. 84 The permanent display at Wienhausen and Kloster Lüne of tapestries woven by medieval nuns owes something to the interest of museum curators in objects held by these convents and, more recently, to an interest in women's history. It is in fact correct to argue that the theory of adiaphora enabled pastors to use and reuse valuable medieval objects such as altars, vestments and liturgical vessels exactly because they could maintain that the meaning of the objects was not fixed. Because non-essential, they could be preserved and reinterpreted. Nonetheless, attention to the objects themselves suggests that they are not really inessential or indifferent. Nor are they treated as such either by recent historians who are revising our understanding of fifteenth-and sixteenth-century chronology to stress continuity, or by art historians who are reinterpreting our sense of objects as actors, carrying their stories with them and eliciting certain responses by their very materiality.
Thus, the second and third questions generated by our paradox are part of the answer to it. In response to the query 'why survival?' we must assert that 'survival' itself is not the best term. Eucharistic chalices, embroidered frontals and elaborate carved altarpieces, like the crystal reliquary in the Riemenschneider altar and the statue of the resurrected Christ at Wienhausen, do not merely survive; they carry with them past devotion; they create and maintain space for piety. Although we can never know exactly what worshippers have in their hearts as they worship (nor perhaps do they know themselves), we have evidence from what people do that objects such as the grave Christ at Wienhausen and the crystal at St Jakob's in Rothenburg shaped response. The materiality of objects carries forward the experience of people in the past. 85 That carrying capacity-the way objects transmit piety and story-should complicate both our generalizations about chronology and our tendency to privilege texts (especially theological texts) in our accounts of religious history.
This article has joined some very broad discussion of theories of material continuity with three specific cases-the Holy Blood altar from Rothenburg ob der Tauber in south Germany, and two examples (the grave Christ and the holy dresses) from the convent of Wienhausen in the north. I hope that the cases themselves offer to the readers of this journal evidence and interpretation they have never encountered before, since some of the objects I treat here (especially the heilige Röcke of the Lüneburg Heath) are unknown to a wider public even of professional historians. But three cases, even when put in context, can never prove a generalization. They can only offer a model of how we might ask questions. Hence, I maintain only that the paradox with which I began should lead us to more lively attention to issues of periodization and of materiality. These are today pressing matters. Historians and the German public must decide how to celebrate the Lutherjahr of 2017, acknowledging how much changed and how much stayed the same. As James Simpson says, both medievalists and early modernists 'remain locked within their own synchronies, generating narratives, often unconsciously, around the magnetic rupture of the Reformation. It may well be that there can be no escape from the repulsive-attractive magnet of medieval versus Reformation'.
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Nonetheless historians must try. Attention to objects can help us avoid assuming ruptures where none exist and enable us to see not only the early modern but also the medieval periods in new ways.
Moreover, the objects of fifteenth-to seventeenth-century Germany should play more of a role in current art historical discussions of 'materiality'. The field of 'material culture' is not a new field at all, but it has recently been newly conceived by historians, art historians and literary critics. 87 Its renewal has stimulated a plethora of case studies, as one can see from the programmes of recent conferences on 'materiality'. 88 German historians have much to contribute to this inquiry. 89 Thus, I hope that the paradox of Protestant 'survivals' discussed here can join the feast of case studies we have been treated to recently. The larger questions posed here about chronology and response provide issues to keep in mind as we move toward articulating why objects, both in fact and in current theorizing, matter so much.
